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Abstract: Pervasive computing utilizes devices with cost constraints and limited resources in terms of memory,
processing speed, and battery supply. Furthermore, we are witnessing the phenomena of halving of the price for
constant computing power in less than two years. RFID processes sensitive health-monitoring or biometric data.
Accordingly there is a demand for specially-designed cryptographic primitives that are to be efficiently
implemented. For these implementations and ciphers that are particularly suited for this purpose, we use the term
“lightweight cipher”.
The Expeditious Cipher (X-cipher) is a high throughput light-weight cipher with relatively simple design and
hardware implementation. In this article, we discuss the cipher design rationale, its software and hardware
implementations. The cipher security is based on the well-studied SHA-512 and Whirlpool 512 hash functions that
are used to generate the cipher sub-keys. We appreciably enhance the cipher security by cascading the two hashes in
a pseudo random manner that is user-key-dependent. The cipher employs a variable-size user key and we show that
the encryption rate for its associated hardware implementation reaches 512 bits per cycle. The block size can be
varied using other types of hash functions.

1. Introduction
Pervasive computing applies devices with cost
constraints and limited resources in terms of memory,
processing speed, and battery supply. Furthermore,
we are witnessing the phenomena of halving of the
price for constant computing power in less than two
years. RFID processes sensitive health-monitoring or
biometric data. Accordingly there is a demand for
specially-designed cryptographic primitives that are
to be efficiently implemented. For these
implementations and ciphers that are particularly
suited for this purpose, we use the term “lightweight
cipher”. The notion of a light weight cipher design
was discussed in quite a few articles [1, 2, 3, 4]. In
designing lightweight ciphers one has to think of
some trade-off between security, cost, and
performance. In a large number of cases, it is
_________________________
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unmanageable to optimize all three design objectives.
For example, a secure and high-performance
hardware implementation can be achieved by a
pipelined architecture that is side-channel attack
resistant. This, in turn, results in a large
implementation area and thus high cost. On the other
hand, it is possible to design a secure and low-cost
hardware implementation, nevertheless, of bounded
performance.
The Expeditious Cipher (X-cipher) is a high
throughput light-weight cipher with a relatively
simple design and efficient hardware implementation.
In this article, we discuss the rationale of the cipher
design, its software and hardware implementations.
The cipher security, we show, is based on the wellstudied SHA-512 and Whirlpool-512 hash functions,
which are used to generate the cipher sub-keys.
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Moreover, we enhance the cipher security by
cascading the two hashes in a pseudo random manner
that is user- key-dependent. We show that the cipher
employs a variable-size user key and that the
encryption rate for its hardware implementation, with
the parallelization encryption paths, can reach 512
bits per cycle. The block size can be varied using
other types of hash functions. In the following
sections we discuss the design rationale, cipher
structure, the algorithm, the sub-key generation, the
cipher security and performance. Finally, we provide
a summary and our conclusions.
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is totally random with its capacity equal to zero as
shown in Figure 2.b.

2. Design Rationale
A cipher can be simplified into a switching circuit, as
shown in Figure 1, which is controlled by a pseudo
random number generator PRG that inverts/does not
invert a plaintext bit. If the PRG is properly designed,
the resulting cipher bits will be inverted by a ratio of
approximately 50% increasing the entropy to almost
to a maximum value. For practical ciphers, usually
this ratio is slightly less than 50% around 47-49%.

2.a: The Entropy H(p) versus number of
changed bits plot indicating the stable and the
unstable channel regions of operation,

Figure 1: Switch
This ratio of the number of bits changed can be easily
calculated by measuring the Hamming distance
between the plaintext bits and the cipher bits. The
graph, shown in Figure 2, clearly demonstrates this
notion. Moreover, this number of changed bits
determines the operating point of the cipher on the
entropy versus number of changed bits plot shown in
Figure 2. In this plot H (p) is the entropy and p is the
ratio of bits changed between the plaintext and the
cipher text. For maximum entropy this ratio is clearly
shown to be 0.5. However, most ciphers produce a
ratio of less than 0.5 rather than greater than 0.5 since
the channel in this case will be unstable, as shown in
Figure 2. For example points A and B on the entropy
plot have the same entropy; however point A is in the
stable region of the plot while point B is in the
unstable region. Therefore, all ciphers and hash
functions operate in this region. When the entropy is
maximized, at the point corresponding to p = 0.5, this
is considered a critically stable point and the channel
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2. b: The channel capacity given by
(p) = 1- H(p)
Figure 2: The Entropy (2.a), and the
Channel Capacity (2.b)
The PRG design determines the security and the strict
avalanche criteria (SAC) requirements of any cipher
or hash function. The hardware implementation of
such a switch and the controlling parameter of the
PRG is shown in Figure 3. This parameter or the
external source of entropy is the round key. The
round key is extracted from the user key using any
one of the following well-known techniques:




Using a given function
Using the cipher itself
Using a hash function

.
In this design, we use standard hash functions with
well-established security properties to generate the
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sub-keys. These sub-keys are then utilized to turn on
or turn off the bit inversion switching path. The
realization or implementation of such an encryption
switch using tri-state buffers is shown in Figure 3.
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key. This thought of replacing one hash function by
two hashes, pseudo randomly cascaded, appreciably
enhances the cipher algorithm. Moreover, it agrees
with the notion of key-dependent ciphers [5, 6]. The
idea can be also generalized for more than two
cascaded hash functions, however, this may be
considered to be unnecessary for most data security
applications. Other sub-keys can be also generated by
adding a large, agreed upon, number and then go
through the same procedure to generate the next subkey.

3. The Cipher Structure
The cipher is built using three building blocks:


Figure 3: The Encryption Switch
realization
Checking the truth table of such a switching device,
shown in Table 1, one can immediately recognize
that this switch is logically equivalent to an XOR
logic gate. This type of switching provides no bias in
the output cipher bits to either the zeros or the ones.
That is the main reason that an XOR logic function is
an essential part of any presently known cipher.
Table 1: The truth table of the switching device
Pi

Ki

Ci

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

The hash block that hashes the user key into
a 512 bit-output.
 The PRG built of two hash functions, which
generates the round keys. The two hash
functions utilized in this cipher are the
SHA-512 and the Whirlpool 512 hash
functions.
 The set of registers or temporary storage
locations for the generated sub-keys, the
plain text block and resulting ciphertext
block.
 The set of 512 XOR logic gates which input
are connected to the plaintext register and
the key bit register. Their output is
connected to the cipher block register.
This cipher structure is shown in Figure 4. The
curved arrow represents the next round of the cipher.
In this cipher, based on our experience gained from
cipher testing, we recommend that the cipher uses
eight rounds. From this structure, one can readily
notice that a block of 512 bits is executed in parallel.
Thus the encryption rate is slightly larger than 512
bits per cycle taking into consideration the setup and
hold times of the registers employed.

In order to enhance the cipher security, one selects a
certain number of bits from the user key, or even
better, from its hashed value to determine the
sequence of hashing the user key to provide the subkeys. We call this series of bits “the bit pattern”. For
an example if the bit pattern is, say, 101101, then the
first sub-key will be given by:
K1 = h1 (h0 (h1 (h1 (h0 (h1 (Kh)))))),
Where h0 and h1 are two hash functions, of the same
output number of bits and Kh is the hashed user’s
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Figure 4: The Cipher Structure
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4. The Algorithm
The algorithm can be formally described as shown in
the next few lines.
Algorithm: EXPEDITIOUSCIPHER
INPUT: Plain text message P, User Key K, Block
Size B = 512 bits, M is an agreed-upon large integer
number, SHA-512, Whirlpool-512 hash functions..
OUTPUT: Cipher Text C
Algorithm body:
Begin
Begin key schedule
1.

Read user key;

2.
Encrypt user key by calling hash function
SHA-512.;
3.
Read the values of the bit pattern from an
agreed-upon field of the resulting hashed user key;
4.
Generate a sub-key by calling the pseudo
randomly generated ordered cascade of the two hash
functions;
5.

Store the generated value of the subkey;

6.

Add a large number M to sub-key obtained;

7.
key:

Repeat steps 4 to 6 to generate the next sub-

End key schedule;
Begin Encryption
8.
Read a block size equal to 512 bits of the
message P into the message cache;
9.
Use the generated 512-bit sub-key to bitwise encrypt the plain text bits using an XOR logic
operation between the key bits and the plaintext
block bits;
10.
11.

If message cache is not empty, Go to step 8;
Else if message cache is empty:
If message not finished
10.1 Load next block into message cache;
10.2 Go to 8;
Else if message is finished then halt;
End Encryption;
End Algorithm.
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5. Sub-Key Generation
As discussed in sections 2 and 3, the sub-keys are
generated using a pseudo randomly generated
cascade of two hash functions. The bit pattern used is
derived from the hashed user key. If this pattern is,
say, a5a4a3a2a1a0 then the sub-keys are generated
using the following relation:
Ki+1 = ha5 (ha4 (ha3 (ha2 (ha1 (ha0 (Ki + M)))))), 
Where Ki is the sub-key for i-th round, M is an
agreed-upon
large
integer
number
and
ai that depends on the selected pseudo random
bit-pattern. This relation can be generalized for more
than two hash functions and the bit pattern can be
altered for each sub-key when it is taken from the
previous key. However, for most present-day data
security requirements this generalization is hardly
required. The time required to perform this operation
can be estimated by adding the execution times of the
two selected hash functions based on the previously
discussed bit pattern. However, the expected time can
be computed from the following relation:
Expected execution time for the sub-key generation is
given by:
T sub-key = 3. N. (h0 execution time + h1 execution
time)
We take N as the number of the cipher rounds. This
sub-key generation time, while it is relatively large
when compared to the encryption time, yet it is
performed only once independent of other cipher
parameters. The specifications of the hash function
used can be found in [7] and the analysis of cascaded
ciphers in [8].

6. Security & Performance
Based on testing results performed on SHA-512, it
was found [9] that the hash time varies depending on
the hashed file length. For example for a file length
of 1024 bits, the hash time was found to
0.000115307921091609 second and for a 1 Mbit file,
the hash time is 0.024766415843354400. Based on
these tests, one can estimate the average hashing time
to be approximately equal to 70 nano sec/bit hashed.
Then for a file length of 1 Mbits, the execution time,
assuming equal times for SHA-512 and Whirlpool512 is equal to 24 * 1E6 *70 E-9 *2= 3.36 s which is
an acceptable value for a one-time key generation
execution time. The expected encryption time for a
512-bit block is slightly greater than one cycle taking
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into consideration the setup and hold times required
for the registers storing the plaintext, key and cipher.
This time is about 0.3344481605 pico sec for
2.99GHz machine. However, for a 100 MHz FPGA
implementations this number will increase to 10 nano
second, which is acceptable for most applications.
Another set of test results [10] show that the cycles
per byte for SHA-512 is 17.7 and for Whirlpool is
33.5. Accordingly for a file size of a 1Mbyte file, the
hash time is approximately 51.2*24 M cycles. The
cycle time for 3 GHz machine, the hash time is
approximately 0.4096 second. However, for a 100
MHz FPGA implementation this time is estimated to
be about 12.288 second. That is probably practical
for some applications. However, increasing the
FPGA system frequency to 300 MHz will reduce this
time to 4.096 second. The encryption time in this
case is slightly more than 3.33 nano second for a 512bit block.

7. Summary & Conclusions
The Expeditious Cipher (X-Cipher) and the rationale
behind its design have been presented. It is now an
accepted thought that design and cryptanalysis go in
collaboration [11, 12]. It is inconceivable to do one
without the other. It is only in the analysis that the
strength of an algorithm can be demonstrated.
Therefore, we have proposed the notion of separating
the encryption process and the key scheduling
process. Using standard hash functions for key
scheduling process allows for the burden of proof to
tend to lie with their designers. Accordingly, I reason
the following:
 Using standard hash functions for sub-key
generation, such as SHA-512, and whirlpool512, allows the cipher security to be totally
dependent on these hash functions. Therefore,
the cipher security proof is totally dependent on
the security proofs of these two hash functions.
 Separating the sub-key generation, or what
is usually referred to as the key scheduling
process, from the encryption process allows
changing the cipher design, block and key sizes
simply by changing the hash function employed.
 Selecting a key-dependent pseudo randomly
ordered cascade of two hash functions enhances
the cipher security. In addition, the pattern
utilized to generate this order can be taken from
previous sub-keys and consequently heightens
security tremendously. However, this is deemed
as unnecessary for present-day data security
requirements.
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 The cipher is marked by speed and
efficiency, since the sub-key generation is
performed only once while the encryption
process speed is almost one block per cycle. In
our case this is 512 bits per cycle.
 Depending on the available storage of the
device utilized, one can increase or decrease the
number of sub-keys generated and accordingly
the number of rounds. Thus, providing security
and hardware cost trade-offs as mentioned in the
introduction of this article.
 The cipher simple design provides a
platform for efficient hardware implementation
where the cipher throughput is high (512 bits per
cycle) and the implementation area of the
encryption process is minimized. However, a
relatively large area will be consumed in the
hash function implementation.
 The encryptor and decryptor code or
circuitry are identical, therefore we get high code
density and relatively small implementation area.
The cipher is marked by speed and efficiency and
adaptability to hardware implementation. Its security
is totally dependent on the hash functions used. I
hypothesize that the most efficient way to break “The
Expeditious Cipher” is through exhaustive search of
the key space. I encourage all cryptanalytic attacks to
enrich our perception, learning and reasoning.
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